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FARMING WITH HUMAN MANURE
Urban agriculture could make good use
of human faeces and urine, shows
research by environmental technologist Rosanne Wielemaker. But that is
not allowed.
The sustainable use of valuable mineral
resources stands or fall with the closing
of nutrient cycles. In this context,
Rosanne Wielemaker researched how to
connect supply and demand for manure
in the city. Specifically, how to link urban
agriculture with new toilet designs in the
city. This combination is still a theoretical exercise at present. It is not permitted
in the Netherlands to use nutrients extracted from human faeces and urine to
grow edible products. And what is more,
there is no shortage of manure in this
country – in fact, quite the opposite. The
latter point doesn’t deter Wielemaker. ‘If
you live in a country where it rains a lot,
you still don’t leave the tap running, do
you? This offers possibilities for returning nutrients to agriculture on the smallest scale, with minimal transport costs
and losses along the way.’
HARVESTING PHOSPHORUS
Wielemaker took Amsterdam as an example. With a model she designed herself, she identified places where the
most nutrients can be ‘harvested’, with
an emphasis on phosphorus. Countless
variables play a role here. Where do people hang out, and for how long, how often do they go to the toilet, and what
minerals does that provide? Wielemak-

URBAN OVER-
FERTILIZATION
The fields of urban farmers
are severely overfertilized,
shows Wielemaker’s research
on the nutrient management
on 25 urban farms. On average, the fertilization level
was much higher than the
crops needed. In figures:
2.5 times too much
potassium, 4.5 times too
much nitrogen and 6 times
too much phosphorus,
compared with the application limits for regular
agriculture.

er: ‘If you want pure urine, for instance,
you’d better go to the Heineken Music
Hall.’ She came up with 193 hotspots
where a lot of phosphorus is produced.
Those places account for 10 per cent of
the city’s annual phosphorus load.
These are buildings such as the Rijksmuseum, AMC hospital and the flats
in the Bijlmer neighbourhood. The
model then connected these hotspots
with the nearest urban farming locations within the municipality.
PRECISION WORK
It sounds simpler than it is. Within the
borders of the municipality there are
2312 agriculture locations, 43 of which
count as urban agriculture. Finding the
right match depends on a number of
factors. Each form of agriculture makes
its own demands on the manure it uses,
and each source of manure has its own
nutrient composition. Bringing supply
and demand together is precision work.
And that is where there is plenty of work
to be done, according to Wielemaker.
FINITE SUPPLY
In spite of the difficulties, and for now
the impossibilities, Wielemaker still sees
a future in the combination of urban
farming and urban manure. ‘The supply
of nutrients such as phosphorus and potassium is finite. In the end we shall
need all the available nutrients. In a
world that is aiming for circular agriculture, you should close this cycle as well.’
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Pig farms closing
More than 500 pig farmers have applied for a subsidy in order to close down. This is a lot more than the
300 the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food
Quality expected when it launched the scheme.
Why? Pig Production economist Robert Hoste
explains.
Are prospects so bleak for pig farming?
‘Pig farmers have never earned as much money as they
did in 2019. Between 2000 and 2018, the average income per farm was about 40,000 euros, and that suddenly went up last year to an average of 330,000 euros.
But don’t forget that pig farmers have some bad years
behind them, so they need some money to make up for
that. What is more, new investments are coming up,

‘The price of pork won’t
stay this high for ever’
and the price of pork will not stay as high as it is now for
ever. In China, 200 million pigs died or were slaughtered preventively due to African swine fever: that is a
quarter of all the world’s pigs. So Dutch exports soared
as a result. It is expected that the price of pork will still
be high for another two to three years. After that, supply
will outstrip demand and the price will collapse, I think.
So it is important for Dutch pig farmers to invest in the
future now.’
Why are they signing up to stop en masse?
‘It doesn’t cost anything to apply for this closing-down
scheme, so it’s a kind of insurance. What if your farm is
blamed for causing too much of a bad smell, or swine
fever breaks out in the Netherlands too? But I wonder
how many farmers will actually make use of the scheme.
Farmers who can see all the new regulations coming,
and have had enough, will say: great, I can stop now,
with no debt. And other farmers will think: I can earn a
lot of money in the next couple of years.’
What does Agriculture minister Schouten want?
‘She wants a lot of pig farmers to make use of the
scheme so that next year – before the parliamentary
elections – she can show that she has reduced livestock
numbers in a decent way. It will take at least until midApril to decide how many farms, and which ones, can
participate. If selected farmers change their minds
about it, she will have to select other ones, and that will
take more time.’ AS
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